Servants of Baphomet

Evil cultists who worshipped Baphomet longed to be freed
of their humanity. Most of these cultists were transformed
into minotaurs. However, those minotaurs who gain the
favor of their master receive additional blessings from him,
augmenting their already great power even further.
Leaders Among Slaves. Minotaurs are bound by the
will of Baphomet. No minotaur, even the Horned King's
most trusted or highest of rank, truly acts of its own accord.
While minotaurs do not live in cities or settlements, they
do adhere to a loose social heirarchy. Normal minotaurs
rank at the bottom. These minotaur have no additional
special gifts from their beloved god and creator.
Minotaur legionnaires rank in the middle and number in
about a tenth of the minotaur population. These minotaur
have been blessed with Baphomet's strength and combat
prowess. They lead a small group of minotaur to maintain
specific segments of Lyktion.
Baphomet's chosen are the highest ranking minotaur
and the least numerable. These minotaur have been
blessed with the gift of magic and are charged with leading
a regiment of minotaur legionnaires and their subservients.
Both minotaur legionnaires and Baphomet's chosen are
rarely seen outside of Lyktion, usually only by Baphomet's
command.
Scaled Minotaur. One of the blessings bestowed upon
these minotaur by Baphomet manifests itself as dark scales
with an inky texture. These scales moves across the
minotaur's body and provide the minotaur with advanced
strength and protection from hostile threats.
When such a minotaur is slain, the scales seperate from
their host and skitter away, melting into tar soon after.

Chaotic Strategists. All legionnaires compete with one
another for the attention of their superior chosen or
Baphomet himself. As long as their misdeeds can't be
traced back to themselves, a legionnaire will try to
sabotagea rival legionnaire's operation with the expectation
of coming to the rescue of the rival and saving the day. A
legionnaire who calls for reinforcements may very well find
he has merely called more opponents to the battle.
However, such attempts to gain attention and favor are
futile as Baphomet only wishes to see the objective
completed any way possible, and the chosen will take the
credit for any successes and accomplishments of their
subordinate legionnaires.
This isn't to say that minotaur legionnaires aren't bright.
They excel at using brute force to overpower and
overwhelm their enemies. When such a strategy fails to
work, the legionnaire might flee or seek to move the battle
to a more advantageous ground.
Big, Quick, and Deadly. If left unchecked, a minotaur
legionnaire can wreck havok on a battlefield. A legionnaire
likes to get in the middle of the fray to utilize its warstomp
ability so his allies can make quick work of their
opponents.

Baphomet's Chosen

Acting as priests or avatars for Baphomet, Baphomet's
chosen oversee the divine aspects of their master's rituals
when not in Lyktion. When a cultist claims to have spoken
with or seen a vision of Baphomet, the cultist is usually
interacting with the chosen who has been tasked with
monitoring or directing that branch of cultists.
Labyrthine Apprentices. Most chosen construct their
own maze which is appended to an area of the Lyktion
upon completion. The maze is usually added to or replaces
entirely an area deemed to be a "weak point" in the
Lyktion. Such areas are almost always areas created by
other chosen as to suggest Baphomet's own designs are
flawed is to bring on ones own demise.
Baphomet's preferred method of discipliing an
insubordinate minotaur is to revoke its minotaur traits
(most noteably, the labyrinthine recall trait) and set it loose
in the Lyktion. If the minotaur is truly worthy of
Baphomet's gifts, it will be able to navigate its way through
the labyrinth where it will regain the lost traits.

Minotaur Legionnaire

Originally designed to be a nasty surprise for fools
navigating the Lyktion, minotaur legionnaires now find
themselves to be, more or less, field generals of Baphomet.
They are his elite shocktroopers that can thwart off
invading forces in the labyrinth or act as leaders for an
invasion force of their own.

A minotaur legionnaire
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Baphomet's Chosen
Large monstrosity, chaotic evil
Armor Class 18 (natural armor)
Hit Points 180 (19d10 + 76)
Speed 40ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

19 (+4) 11 (+0) 18 (+4) 9 (-1) 19 (+4) 11 (+0)
Saving Throws Wis +8, Int +3, Cha +4
Skills Intimidation +4, Perception +8, Religion +3
Damage Resistances poison; bludgeoning, piercing,
and slashing from nonmagical weapons
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 18
Languages Abyssal
Challenge 9 (5,900 XP)

Charge. If the minotaur moves at least 10 feet
straight toward a target and then hits it with a gore
attack on the same turn, the target takes an extra 9
(2d8) piercing damage. If the target is a creature, it
must succeed on a DC 16 Strength saving throw or
be pushed up to 10 feet away and kocked prone.
Hide of Baphomet. The AC of the minotaur includes
its Constitution bonus.
Labyrinthine Recall. The minotaur can perfectly recall
any path it has traveled.
Magic Resistance. The minotaur has advantage on
saving throws against spells and other magical
effects.

Reckless. At the start of its turn, the minotaur can
gain advantage on all melee weapon attack rolls it
makes during that turn, but attack rolls against it
have advantage until the start of its next turn.
Innate Spellcasting. The minotaur's innate spellcasting
ability is Wisdom (spell save DC 16). It can innately
cast the following spells, requiring no material
components.
3/day each: detect magic, dispel magic, entangle
1/day: maze (using Intelligence DC of 16)

Actions
Multiattack. The minotaur makes two attacks, one
with its glaive and one gore attack.
Glaive. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 10ft.,
one target. Hit 15 (2d10 + 4) slashing damage.
Gore. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5ft., one
target. Hit 13 (2d8 + 4) piercing damage.

Legendary Actions
The minotaur can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
frmo the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The minotaur regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Glaive. The minotaur makes a melee attack with its
glaive.
Charge (Costs 2 Actions). The minotaur moves up to
half its speed then makes a gore attack.

Minotaur Legionnaire
Large monstrosity, chaotic evil
Armor Class 16 (natural armor)
Hit Points 127 (15d10 + 45)
Speed 40ft.

STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

21 (+5) 11 (+0) 17 (+3) 8 (-1) 16 (+3) 9 (-1)
Saving Throws Con +7
Skills Intimidation +2, Perception +6
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, and
slashing from nonmagical weapons
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 16
Languages Abyssal
Challenge 6 (2,300 XP)

Athletic. The minotaur adds half of its proficiency
bonus (1) to any Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution
ability check.
Charge. If the minotaur moves at least 10 feet
straight toward a target and then hits it with a gore
attack on the same turn, the target takes an extra 9
(2d8) piercing damage. If the target is a creature, it
must succeed on a DC 16 Strength saving throw or
be pushed up to 10 feet away and kocked prone.
Hide of Baphomet. The AC of the minotaur includes
its Constitution bonus.

Labyrinthine Recall. The minotaur can perfectly recall
any path it has traveled.
Reckless. At the start of its turn, the minotaur can
gain advantage on all melee weapon attack rolls it
makes during that turn, but attack rolls against it
have advantage until the start of its next turn.
Unnatural Swiftness. As a bonus action, the minotaur
can move up to half of its movement speed. Attacks
of opportunity triggered by this movement are made
with disadvantage.

Actions
Multiattack. The minotaur makes two attacks, one
with its greataxe and one gore attack.
Greataxe. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5ft.,
one target. Hit 18 (2d12 + 5) slashing damage.
Gore. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 5ft., one
target. Hit 14 (2d8 + 5) piercing damage.
Warstomp (Recharge 5-6). The minotaur slams his
hooves into the ground causing a minor shockwave
to destablize creatures around it. Creatures of size
Large or smaller within 10 ft. of the minotaur must
make a DC 16 Strength saving throw or be knocked
prone. Large creatures have advantage on this saving
throw. A creature who fails this saving throw suffers
13 (3d8) bludgeoning damage or half as much on a
successful save.

Nar'ghaz Ulgduun

Cold. Calculating. Ruthless. Those who face the High
General Nar'ghaz Ulgduun in battle are quick to make the
battlefield bleed red. Because of this, not much is known
about him post transformation.
In his youth, Nar'ghaz was a typical orc raised on the
principals of farming and raiding. He was no stand out
among his peers nor did any of his tribe think he would one
day ascend to the mantle of chieftain. He did what was
asked and expected of him; nothing more and nothing less.
Nar’ghaz was a typical orc, and he was happy with that life.
Afterall, he did not truly know any other cultures. He
learned what he one typically would about those his tribe
raided (humans like to run, elves like to throw pointy sticks,
halflings liked to hide), but that was it.
Then one day as fate would have it, Nar’ghaz and the
warband he was traveling with was attacked during the
night by a small band of cowardly dwarves. In the ensuing
chaos, Nar’ghaz was separated from the warband and
eventually was lost in the unfamiliar territory. After hours
of wandering aimlessly through the dark mountainous
woods, he was able to locate a small cave and sought
shelter in it. The cave had a decent view of the valley below,
and he hoped to see his warband shortly and to rejoin
them. When dawn came, the warband was still not in sight.
After having not slept all night and enduring a forced
march over the past 3 days, Nar’ghaz dozed off into a deep
sleep.
When he awoke, he found that the wall he had leaned up
against pushed back revealing a hidden chamber. He got
up, opened the secret door further, and entered. The
chamber was not truly a chamber, but just a massive foyer
with steps leading both up and down and several carved
hallways shooting in most directions. Nar’ghaz spotted a
crude drawing on the floor and quickly realized that the
entire floor was a massive depiction of a puzzle, of a maze.
Nar’ghaz traced the pathway to the supposed end point of
the maze, a spot marked with writing in a language he did
not know and long dried blood. Nar’ghaz got his barring
and entered the maze.
The floor drawing was not to scale, so several passages
were longer than they should have been while others
shorter, but Nar’ghaz was undettered. He persisted for what
seemed like days, all while hearing nothing but his own
silence. When he reached his end point, he gazed upon a
marvelously decorated room full of more gold, silver, and
other precious metals than he had ever seen before in his
life. In the center of the room was a large throne with
ornate carvings covering every inch of it. Seated upon the
throne was a ghastly horned shadow figure holding a
massive axe as one might hold a walking stick. The lifted
its head to look at Nar’ghaz, revealing red, smoking eyes.
Nar’ghaz stood, frozen with uncertainly, and the creature
did not move.
Nar’ghaz felt more than heard a nondescript voice say
almost as an echo “I have plans for one such as you. Join
me, and this and more shall be yours.” Nar’ghaz had never
really believed in any of the teachings or stories his tribe
elders had preached to him and all young orcs, but
something deep down within him told him that this entity
might be able to give him exactly what he wants: purpose.
Upon this realization, the atmosphere in the room seemed
to thin, and Nar’ghaz found he was able to fully enter the
room and approach the throne. The figure, Nar’ghaz
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realized, was a black apparition, a deeper pitch than any
darkness he had every witness before, but that thing deep
within Nar’ghaz urged him forward. As Narghaz
approached the throne, the figure extended the weapon out
to Nar’ghaz, daring him to take it. He gazed at the weapon,
then at the figure, then again at the weapon.
Nar’ghaz reached out for the weapon with both hands,
and it appeared to fly and snap into them. The room
became heavy again, and darkness began to swirl all
around it, dulling the once beautiful treasures. Nar’ghaz
found that he was screaming, not of fear, terror, or pain, but
of power and glory. As quickly as it had begun, everything
seemed to stop. He now had two new purposes: guard this
place and never let go of his blade.
Nar’ghaz then remembered he had left the entrance to
the maze open for all foolish enough to explore it. “Good”,
he said to himself. “The feast shall soon begin.”
Over the many years that followed, Nar'ghaz killed and
devoured all adventurers who trespassed around his maze.
He left false clues in the nearby woods to help encourage
treasure hunters and the like to explore the region. He also
would occasionally enter a nearby city or tavern under the
disguise of a weary traveler seeking refuge after failing to
find a lost treasure hidden in one of the many mountainous
caverns in the area. Such a tale usually meant he would eat
well for the weeks to come.
Over the years, he became more minotaur than orc, until
he finally become one with the beast. Nar'ghaz continues to
protect his maze but can no longer venture far from of it in
his minotaur form. He does haunt the nearby woods for
meals, but never strays too far from his home or too close
to civilization. His hunger grows ever stronger with each
passing day, and Nar'ghaz Ulgduun will satitate it
somehow...

